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Life in the world of technology is filled with information, statistics, predictions, quotations, facts,
billboards, and opinions. Every day of the week goes with a grief and more love or care for
machines. Family or Friends, there is no time for them. Life throughout a week is always busy and
never hassles free. Friday nights mean a great deal of relief for a busy professional to entertain
himself. In this television influenced world, Friday nights are the time for Sitcoms â€“ Situation
Comedies. I love watching Sitcoms every Friday. I rarely happen to miss the show but never forget
to watch it online later. Thank God, I have a good internet connection offered by Cox Deals.

Sitcoms generally take us to the emotional under world of modesty. Sitcoms are very important in
the American entertainment diet right from the invention of television. Sitcoms are mostly based on
a situation in the creatorâ€™s real life. They depict experiential realities of life which makes us feel that
the show involves things that weâ€™ve experienced already. In the 1970â€™s, life in America began to
creep into situation comedies.

Right from the moment my eyes pop open and till my lids slam shut, I occupied with some or the
other thought. I feel free and relaxed whenever I watch Sitcoms. Sitcoms have a great influence on
how I react to situations. I began to copy the funny phrases and behaviors of the cast. Mostly,
Sitcom carries a significant message in a comedic theme. Whatever the storyline, there is always
laughter glued to it. I love to laugh and enjoy the life like the casts. The best thing that I love about
sitcoms is that it points out my inability to fulfill petty dreams while rushing about to achieve a goal. It
checks out the human weakness and shows how pretty life is in the smallest stuff that I miss. I
wonder if everybody else also miss these petty stuffs or itâ€™s only just me.

Sitcoms influence my life to the extent that I relate the episodes with the situations in my life.
â€œFriendsâ€• that aired on NBC for 10 years is my favorite sitcom. This sitcom created an urge in my
mind for having a group of friends like the casts. Not only Friends, many other sitcoms made me
feel for what I miss. Not only me every American has a craze to sitcoms. Sitcom stirs the longings of
an individual for an entertaining surrounding. It reminds me of the very small happiness I lost in the
minor desires of life and makes me think how to live my life. Sitcoms are not to be missed in life.

Not to mention, these are just scripts by an individual that seems to be a situation from my life. The
top rated sitcom was Friends with 8.9/10 ratings, followed by Modern Family with 8.8/10 ratings, The
Big bang theory with 8.6/10 ratings, How I met your mother with 8.6/10 ratings, Two and a Half Men
with 7.2 ratings.

Watching these shows can be my best time pass. The way the casts react makes me watch it over
and over. I live in the area where I donâ€™t get all the Sitcoms, but only few sitcoms. This canâ€™t be a
reason for me to miss sitcoms. I watch them online and even download the best episodes. No
matter how much these sitcoms influence my life, I pretty well know that television comedies are
never real. Though they are fictional, I still keep relating the show with incidents of my life. Indeed I
started to live my life in the Comedic theme at ease.
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Rita - About Author:
Rita Dawson, being a freelance writer and active blogger, I love sharing my thoughts with the rest of
the world and to source out some great home service deals like the one offered by the a Cox Deals. 
I love to share my experience and make people realize the fact that Life is no more interesting
without suspense, thrill, humor, love, patience.
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